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The Company Presentation
Your Collateral Advisor Application
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Secure 1% plus 1% Commission, or even more online!
Our strategy ensures that you will get your fair share in each transaction, regardless of if you are actively
working with a client or only introduced him to us. Our contract terms guarantee your commission
payment, and we will make sure that you will be paid for your efforts.
And this also works if you introduce another intermediary or agent to us! Irrevocably secure your rights
to receive a commission for transactions with any of the potential clients and participate also in
transactions of intermediaries you introduce! We enable instant Commission Confirmation online and
this service is open to anybody qualified to work with us.
There is 1% (one) percent of consulting fees to be paid to the brokers on the side of the Facilitator, and
the terms of our strategy will provide for 1% (one) percent commission for the client introducing party
or parties. The actual client will be liable to pay 1% to the facilitator side brokers and 1% to the actual
client introducing party or parties. This 1% can be negotiated with the actual client. If he or she is
prepared to pay a higher commission, we will secure a higher commission for the client introducing side.
If there are more people or entities registered to receive commission, the client-side introducer(s) will
split this commission equally and we will make sure that the commission is being paid to the respective
party or parties as it may apply.
You can secure your future commission also if you have not yet been officially appointment. Our Online
Commission Confirmation also works if you have no official appointment yet. In that case you are
permitted to enter up to 25 of your active contacts into the database to secure your commission on a
potential transaction, no matter if you introduce a potential client, or a potential intermediary wishing
to start working with us. But remember, you will have to already have an active business relationship
with any of the parties that you enter in the Online Commission Confirmation system to validate the
request and the confirmation.
This is a one level Commission Confirmation. The commission confirmation will be valid for one deal
with the actual client, and it is valid for 365 days if a transaction with that contact (client or
intermediary) materializes during that time. Upon a successful transaction, the commission confirmation
will also renew for another year.
Verification of Commission Confirmation. Once a month you can request via email an updated list of all
your contacts that are presently covered under the Commission Confirmation arrangements free of
charge.
You can only secure commission on any of your own active contacts.
The first thing you will have to do is to identify your active client or broker contact online to secure your
commission. To set up your Commission Confirmation account online you will initially, and only once
enter your own details into the online system. All following entries will count to your active and direct
business contacts to secure your commission. Once you received your appointment certification to work
as Authorized Collateral Advisor, you can enter even up to 250 contacts into our Online Commission
Confirmation system.
You will be able to get your commission confirmed online here!

The Team of Authorized Collateral Advisors

You too can possibly qualify to work with our team of Authorized
Collateral Advisors. Secure an official appointment, the required
documentation to advise on Prime Bank Guarantee Collateral
exclusively showing your name and contact details, 90-day professional
training, regular insider information and secure your commission on up
to 250 of your active contacts!
* White Label contract and
documentation showing only your
name and address
* Commission is secured online
* Certified Appointment
* Online Listing on our website
* Credit Enhancement training
* Access to Insider Information

Our Onboarding Process for Professionals
If you are an Accountant, Auditor, Financial Planner, Lawyer, the owner
of an Insurance Agency, or if you are an Investment Manager, a
certified Management- and or Business Consultant then you can
directly download, complete, and submit your Collateral Advisor
Application.
What you will get
If you qualify for an appointment, you will receive your Certification
You will be listed on our Authorized Collateral Advisor website
You will be provided with the required information package with all
documents showing exclusively your name and contact details
You will receive over a period of 90 days our professional training
through weekly emails
You will be eligible to receive latest insider information
You will be able to secure your commission confirmation instantly
online for up to 250 of your contacts
Starting the Process
You can Starting the Process right here.
Download the Collateral Advisor Application form right here.

